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Abstract 

X-ray Computed Tomography (X-ray CT) has become a vital tool for product quality inspection. The X-ray CT analysis of 3D 

printed composites, with a layer-by-layer structure of carbon fibre/polyamide and polyamide plies, demonstrates how the void 

content increases with an increasing number of consecutive carbon fibre layers. Not only the void content, but also the pore 

network complexity increases, as more pore types are introduced into the sample. The PolyAmide (PA) matrix has an average 

void content of 6%, consisting of interbead channels with strong anisotropy. Alternating a carbon fibre layer with two polyamide 

layers slightly increases porosity (6.8% on average), as both inter- and intrabundle porosities are now present. It was found that 

the premature cutting of the carbon fibre bundle results in a large void at the end of the print path, while the start of the path is 

also associated with voids and an interruption of the PA wall layers. Full carbon fibre layering sections introduce additional large 

voids (average porosity of 9.7%), as the carbon fibre bundle cannot fully move into the corners of the polyamide wall layers. 

 

The tested samples exhibit a delamination failure mode in the performed indentation test. The 100°PA2CF lay-up exhibits the 

best performance, yielding the highest loading and actuation potential. The presence of a PA layer between CF layers is beneficial 
for the mechanical performance of the printed carbon fibre composite. While reinforcements are introduced to enhance the 

mechanical strength and elasticity of thermoplastics, or to invoke an actuation mechanism, the final material properties strongly 

depend on the used fill pattern, the location of the start and end points of the print pattern, the turn radius, the lay-up, and more 

specifically the number of consecutive reinforcement layers. 
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1    Introduction 

Several non-destructive methods and destructive methods for defect detection and product quality control. Industrial X-ray 

Computed Tomography (X-ray CT) has seen rapid improvements in recent years. With the acquisition time going down 

significantly and the constant improvement of image processing tools and resolution, X-ray CT has emerged as a viable option 

for inspection and quality control of (newly) engineered materials. In this study, X-ray CT is applied as an ‘manufacturing 
defects’ examination tool on 3D printed Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRPs). The repertoire of shapes that can be 

fabricated by industrial technologies is finite. 3D printing has the ability to remove this barrier, as it opens up vast new design 

spaces, allows for sophisticated microstructures, and therefore more intelligent composite structures. 

 

CFRPs are increasingly being employed in diverse industries, among which primarily automotive and aerospace [1, 2]. Most 3D 

printed composites, however, still fail to mechanically compete with fibre reinforced composites produced by conventional 

manufacturing methods, such as autoclave curing or resin transfer moulding [3]. The manufactured 3D printed composites 

implement continuous carbon fibres, the primary load-carrying component in the composite, aiming for substantial mechanical 

improvements compared to 3D printed composites with discontinuous fibres [4 –7]. The CFRPs in this study were specifically 

designed to create internal actuation mechanisms. The design freedom provided by the additive manufacturing strategy was 

exploited to create an intelligent layered structure consisting of compliant and stiff materials. In this particular case, the 

mechanically induced actuation was achieved through a structure with alternating stiff Carbon Fibre (CF)/ PolyAmide (PA) 

composite layers and compliant pure PA layers. 

 

Research on 3D printed CFRP structures is scarce and the current work aims to expand the knowledge concerning manufacturing 

defects in these composites. The presence of voids is inherent to additive manufacturing methods. The pore network within the 

pure matrix material layers has been reported to consist of interbead pores, while intrabead pores are absent. Adding a carbon 

fibre reinforcement phase significantly changes the microstructure of the composite and introduces intrabead pores in addition 

to the interbead pores [8 –11]. The size and origin of manufacturing defects associated with the chosen CFRP design and their 

influence on material properties is not well known. As a consequence, a 3D characterization of the microstructure is needed. X-

ray CT allows defect detection, the quantification of void volume fractions and analysis of the orientation of pores and 

reinforcements in function of the chosen sample lay-up. The detailed microstructural characterization will provide a better 

understanding on the origin of defects, their influence on mechanical properties, and it will stimulate more intelligent part design 

of CFRPs with continuous fibres. 
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2    Materials and methods 

2.1    Sample design 

A Markforged MarkTwo desktop 3D printer is used to manufacture the continuous fibre reinforced composites. This desktop 

Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) printer (see figure 1) utilizes two separate nozzles to supply the thermoplastic matrix 

material and the pre-impregnated continuous fibres. The pre-impregnation of the continuous fibre limits the possible material 

combinations. In this study, PA filaments were combined with PA pre-impregnated carbon fibres. Samples with variable CF 

reinforcement content were manufactured to study its influence on the mechanical properties of the composite (see section 2.3). 

In addition, one sample with four different layering sections was specifically manufactured for X-ray CT analysis, allowing to 

study the effect of the chosen lay-up on the presence of internal defects. This 10 x 10 x 20 mm X-ray CT sample consists of (1) 

a top section of concentric fill prepreg CF layers (see figure 2A, 2B), (2) two sections of pure ± 45° Road fill PA layers (see 

figure 2A, 2C, 2D), and (3) a section, with an alternating set of a concentric fill prepreg CF layer, followed by two road fill PA 

layers (CF + 2PA, see figure 2A). 

 

 

Figure 1: (A) Schematic representation of the 3D printing of a pre-impregnated continuous fibre, and (B) A Markforged desktop 
3D printer model ”MarkTwo” capable of printing continuous fibres [12, 13]. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the X-ray CT CFRP sample and its print patterns. (A) Layer-type regions of the sample. 

(B) Programmed concentric print pattern, with CF bundles in blue and PA layers in white. (C, D) ± 45° PA road fill print pattern. 

2.2    X-ray computed Tomography 

X-ray CT provides the means to acquire 3D digital models of samples in a non-destructive way, visualizing both the material 

composition and its internal architecture at the microscopic level [14 –16]. Scans were performed on a Phoenix Nanotom S 180 

kV µCT system from General Electric. The sample configuration allows examining material defects as a function of the chosen 

lay-up. A molybdenum target was installed during the scans, in nanofocus mode 0, and no additional filter materials were used. 

The X-ray tube voltage for the scan was set to 50 kV and the current to 400 µA. A scan time of 20 minutes was achieved in the 

fast scan mode, in which frame averaging and image skip are disabled. During one scan, 2400 radiographic projections were 

taken over a 360° rotation. The exposure time was set to 500 ms, and an isotropic voxel size of 6 x 6 x 6 µm was achieved. The 

Phoenix datos|x software was used to reconstruct the X-ray CT scans and to export cross-sectional images. The data was further 

processed using the 2D/3D image analysis software Avizo (v9.5), VoxTex (1.16c) and Matlab (R2016a). 
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In a first step the voids were separated from the carbon fibres and PA matrix. A dual threshold hysteresis function [17] was used, 

which returns a binary version of the original gray-scale image, based on two predefined thresholds (a weak one, Tw and a strong 

one, Ts). Gray values in the histogram below Tw were labeled void in the binary image, while those above Ts were labeled as 

material. Subsequently, gray values that fall in between Tw and Ts were labeled as void or material, depending on their 4-way 

connectivity to labeled areas in the binary image. After this binarisation step, the total porosity of the geometric model and the 

porosity change as a function of the different layering types was calculated based on the marching cubes volume model [18] in 

2D/3D image analysis software. 

 

Three regions of interest representing the different layering sections, i.e., the PA-ROI, CF-ROI and CF+2PA-ROI, were selected 

and imported into VoxTex to convert the datasets into 8-bit voxel models. The latter are a discretization of the problem domain, 

generated using a regular rectangular mesh. The voxel model was generated by setting the mesh density to 12 pixels where the 

size of each pixel is 6 µm. Thus, a single element in a voxel model is 72 x 72 x 72 µm and each model contains more than 

400 000 voxels. The structure tensor of the image was used to assign local orientation information to the elements in the voxel 

model. The decomposition of the structure tensor into eigenvalues, λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3, and their associated eigenvectors, allows to 

define the structural anisotropy as A = 1 - λ1/ λ3. The followed procedure for generating voxel models and calculating anisotropy 

is described in detail in [19, 20]. The orientation vectors of the voxels were defined in a Cartesian coordinate system, where the 

XY-plane represents the horizontal printing plane and the Z-axis denotes the stacking direction. The vector orientation angles 

were defined in a spherical coordinate system. The term “in-plane angle (φ)” defines the angle with the X-axis, in the printing 

plane, while the term “out-of-plane angle (θ)” defines the angle with the vertical Z-axis. Cross-section images and 3D volume 

renderings of the pore network were generated in Avizo. 

 

2.3    Mechanical testing 

A displacement controlled indentation test, providing a local compressive load, was used to examine the internal actuation 

mechanism of the CFRPs. The indentation tests were performed on an Instron 5567 with a 30kN load-cell and a mounted 10 mm 

radius indenter. The tested samples were printed under an angle of 10° with respect to the Z-axis (see figure 3A), which resulted 

in a 100° angle between the horizontal surface of the mechanical test setup and the plies of the sample (see figure 3B). Four 100° 

sample types of varying CF content were tested. The CF content was altered by changing the amount of PA layers in the sample 

lay-up: (1) Full CF samples (100°PA0CF), (2) samples with alternating 2 PA layers and 1 CF layer (100°PA2CF), (3) samples 

with alternating 5 PA layers and 1 CF layer (100°PA5CF) and (4) samples with alternating 10 PA layers and 1 CF layer 

(100°PA10CF). Three samples were tested per lay-up type. Each sample is locally loaded at a position equal to 25% of its length 

with a fixed indentation speed of 0.5 mm/min. Limess cameras were used to monitor the indentation test. The images were 

processed with Vic-2D 2009 Digital Image Correlation (DIC) software by correlated solutions. Based on gathered DIC data, the 

out-of-plane rotational actuation angle at a specific load and indentation are quantified. 

 

 
Figure 3: (A) Illustration of the 10° print angle with respect to the Z-axis and (B) the resulting 100° angle between the horizontal 

surface of the mechanical test setup and the printing plane. The out-of-plane rotational actuation angle is also indicated. 

3    Results 

3.1    Micro-structure characterization 

The acquired X-ray CT geometrical models provide useful insight into the microstructure of the CFRP composites (see figure 4 

and figure 5). First, the XY cross-sections through the pure PA layers show that the pore network consists of interbead channel 

porosity and that intrabead pores are absent (see figure 4A). Second, the XY cross-sections through the prepreg CF layers (see 

figure 4B) show the presence of voids near the start and end of the CF print pattern (green arrows) and in the corners, between 

the continuous CF bundles and the surrounding PA wall layers (red arrows). Third, it should be noted that the PA wall layers are 

discontinued at the start of the CF print pattern. Furthermore, voids occur in between and inside the CF bundles (blue and orange 

arrows, respectively). The intrabead pores most commonly occur along the outer shell of the concentric print pattern. Finally, it 

can be observed that twisting of the fibre bundle occurs at several locations. 
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Figure 4: Cross-section images through the layering sections. (A) Horizontall cross-section through the full PA layers, showing 

the ± 45° interbead pore channels. (B) Horizontal cross-section through the full CF layering section, showing voids at the start 

and end of the print path, in the corners near PA walls, as well as inter- and intrabundle pores. 

The 3D rendering of the X-ray CT CFRP sample highlights the differences between the layering sections (see figure 5A). In the 

pore network of the pure PA sections (PA-ROI), an inner interconnected interbead channel network, and an outer isolated 

interbead void network can be distinguished (see figure 5B). The regular stacking pattern of beads in the inner part of the full 

PA section results in a well-organized interbead channel structure. The voids in the outer part are interbead pores that either 

occur at the transition to the PA wall or in between the individual PA wall layers. 

 

 

Figure 5: 3D rendering of the voids present in the 3D printed carbon fibre reinforced composite. (A) Front view on the composite 

sample, with the different layering sections indicated. (B) Bottom view on the composite sample, showing the voids in the full 

PA layering section. (C) top view of the composite sample, showing the voids in the full CF layering section. 

The anisotropy and density histogram of the PA-ROI (see figure 6A) shows the presence of the PA matrix and voids. The PA 

matrix has a higher density compared to the voids, but generally plots at lower anisotropy compared to the interbead channel 

pores. To determine the interbead channel orientations in VoxTex, the density and anisotropy values of the PA matrix need to 

be eliminated. The latter was achieved by assigning threshold values for anisotropy (0.5) and density (170) during the orientation 

analysis. The orientation histograms of the interbead channels are computed based on the voxel model by considering only those 

elements with density < 170 and anisotropy > 0.65. The orientation vectors of the interbead channels (see figure 6B) in the 

generated voxel model cluster in the XY-plane (θ = 90°), at in-plane angles (φ) of ± 45°, which is consistent with the applied ± 

45° road fill print pattern for the PA beads. 

 

In the full CF layering section (see figure 5A and 5C), pores with more irregular shapes are observed. The CF reinforcements 

appear as an additional cluster in the density and anisotropy histogram of the CF-ROI (see figure 7A). The prepreg carbon fibres 

have a slightly higher density and anisotropy compared to the PA matrix, overlap between the clusters is, however, expected. To 

determine the CF reinforcement orientations, the density and anisotropy values of the PA matrix and voids need to be eliminated. 

The orientation histograms of the CF reinforcements are computed by considering only the elements of the voxel model with a 

density > 200. By applying this threshold, voxels containing CF reinforcements with a density < 200 are eliminated, but it ensures 

that the calculations exclude PA matrix or void voxels. The orientation vectors of the CF reinforcements (see figure 7B) in the 
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CF-ROI, as designed, align with the applied concentric print pattern. The print pattern predominantly follows the rectangular 

outline of the PA wall layers. As a consequence, the orientation vectors in the CF-ROI cluster in the XY-plane (θ = 90°), at in-

plane angles (φ) of 0° and ± 90°. Scatter towards intermediate in-plane angles is observed. 

 

 

Figure 6: PA-ROI histograms. (A) Anisotropy – density histogram with the indicated thresholds for density (170) and anisotropy 

(0.5) that allow to separate between elements in the voxel model containing PA matrix and those containing interbead channel 

voids. (B) Orientation histogram of the interbead channel pores. 

 

Figure 7: CF-ROI histograms. (A) Anisotropy – density histogram with three clusters indicated: (1) PA matrix cluster, (2) CF 

reinforcement cluster and (3) void cluster. Elements in the voxel model that represent voids plot at densities < 160. The CF 

reinforcements plot at higher anisotropy and density than the PA matrix. (B) Orientation histogram of the CF reinforcements. 

Based on the three clusters that were observed in the generated density and anisotropy histograms, the voxel model of the CF-

ROI can be segmented into a three phase model (see figure 8) based on a K-means clustering, containing respectively voids 

(white), PA matrix (transparent grey) and concentric CF reinforcements (blue). The model shows the general outline of the 

printed sample, but the level of detail is limited. CF reinforcements are, for example, discontinuous at certain locations in the 

model, whereas CT sections learn that they should be continuous. 

 

 

Figure 8: CF-ROI three phase model with voids (white), PA matrix (transparent grey) and CF concentric reinforcements (blue). 
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3.2    Void content analysis 

The void content of the geometric model was quantified in each horizontal XY cross-section of the image stack and plotted with 

respect to their (vertical) Z-axis coordinates (see figure 9A). Porosity varies between 5% and 12% in the XY cross-sections, 

resulting in an average sample void volume fraction of 6.7%, which is similar to reported porosities in literature [21 -23]. At two 

intervals along the Z-axis, the porosity drops drastically (to < 1%). A vertical cross-section through the 3D printed composite 

sample (see figure 9B) illustrates how this phenomenon in the X-ray CT sample takes place just below the onset of the CF + 

2PA and full CF layering sections. 

 

Klift et al. [22] and Zhuo et al. [3] stated that porosity increases as more subsequent CF layers are implemented. This observation 

is confirmed in the current study. The full CF layering section, which is the uppermost section of the studied sample, yields an 

overall increasing porosity trend towards the top, as more and more subsequent CF reinforcement layers are implemented (see 

figure 9A and 9B). The full PA section has an average void volume fraction of 6%. The introduction of a concentric fill CF 

layers, alternating with two PA layers results in a more complex pore network compared to the full PA interbead channel pore 

network, but induces only in a slight increase in porosity (6.8% on average). In the full CF layering section porosity increases 

up to 9.7% on average. 

 

 

Figure 9: Void content analysis. (A) Porosity plotted versus sample height. The average void content is indicated with a black 

line. Red lines indicate local minima in porosity and their corresponding location in a vertical cross-section (B) through the 3D 

printed carbon fibre composite. 

3.3    Mechanical testing 

In this section, the indentation test results for the samples with a 100° angle between the XY-plane in the mechanical test setup 

and the plies are summarised. In contrast to the plastic deformation in full PA samples, the incorporation of CF reinforcements 

results in crack formation and ultimately failure, because of which equally high loading cannot be obtained. The CF 

reinforcements at the same time amplify the mechanically induced actuation potential of the sample. The average maximum load 

varies from 3260N to 3870N (cf. table 1). 

 

Table 1 : Indentation result statistics for 100° samples, based on 3 test samples per group. 

Sample Vf (%) Max load (N) Max angle (°) Load (N) at crack initiation Angle (°) at crack initiation 

100°PA0CF 28.8 3260±60 45±0.50 3060±100 2.1±0.43 

100°PA2CF 9.6 3870±160 49±7.70 3570±390 5.3±2.70 

100°PA5CF 4.5 3630±60 29±1.00 3460±120 1.5±0.49 

100°PA10CF 2.6 3550±100 32±2.70 3390±130 1.7±0.48 
 

The 100°PA2CF lay-up exhibits the highest ultimate strength and actuation potential and crack initiation occurs at a higher load 

compared to the other sample types. the obtained actuation angle for the 100°PA2CF lay-up at crack initiation is two times larger 

than for the other sample types. The variation on this angle is, however, larger which implicates a lower consistency. In contrast 

to the 100°PA2CF lay-up, the full CF samples (100°PA0CF) yield overall low load values while maintaining reasonable high 

actuation angles. In general, the investigated CFRPs exhibit a delamination failure mode. The indentation force triggers the 

buckling of the stiff phases, and as a result, the adjacent matrix starts to tear. Matrix tearing was observed to occur at the 

interlaminar interface, which complies with the anisotropic characteristics of the material, and are inherent to a sample design 

with alternating PA and concentric CF plies. 
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4    Discussion and conclusion 

X-ray CT imaging of a 3D printed composite provides useful insight into its microstructure. Interbead channels within PA layers 

occur due to insufficient packing of adjacent extrusion roads. Voids near the end of the CF print pattern indicate that the CF 

bundle is cut before fully completing its programmed print path. Intrabundle pores in the CF sections are likely a consequence 

of fibre bundles being pushed and draped over the substrate, especially near the start of the print pattern. The latter process 

induces buckling of the CF bundles, which causes them to open up. Strategically locating the start and end point of the print 

pattern might influence the final mechanical behavior of the composite. Some matrix fill parts were presumably programmed 

too small to be recognized by the printing software. Adequate path configurations should be used to avoid the inherent creation 

of interbundle voids. Twisting and buckling of the CF bundles in the concentric fill pattern might be reduced if larger turn radii 

are used. 

 

The two local porosity minima (< 1% porosity), in the porosity profiles in figure 9, are likely related to the position of the fibre 
nozzle, which is set at a lower height than the matrix nozzle. Consequently, the underlying PA layer is compacted and its void 

content reduced. A lay-up of one CF layer and two PA layers lowers the pore alignment, but does not drastically change the void 

content compared to the full PA layering sections. The amount of porosity increases with the amount of CF layers, as it introduces 

increasingly larger and irregularly shaped voids. The porosity measurements by X-ray CT are in good agreement with the 

porosity values that are found in the literature. The accuracy of X-ray CT porosity characterization will, however, depend on the 

voxel resolution and the error will rapidly increase for the evaluation of small defects [23], e.g., defects smaller than three times 

the voxel resolution, while even smaller voids will be absent in the X-ray CT acquisitions. X-ray CT has proven itself as an 

effective tool for geometrical characterization of internal defects in CFRPs. The obtained 3D information about internal voids 

extracted from X-ray CT datasets can be utilized in production processes optimization, in understanding the influence of defects 

on mechanical properties and in quality control. 

 

The voxel model derived orientations of the interbead channel pores are in good agreement with the with the applied ± 45° road 

fill print pattern for the PA beads. The CF reinforcements are printed in a concentric print pattern and orientation analysis shows 

how the reinforcements dominantly follow the rectangular outline of the PA wall layers. The three phase finite element model 

shows the general outline of the actual sample geometry, but the model quality is insufficient to accurately simulate material 

properties, due to the limited phase-contrast between the PA matrix and CF reinforcements. Several steps can be taken to improve 

the model quality. One possibility is downsizing the printed composite sample, which will increase the voxel resolution of the 

X-ray CT scans and might allow scanning at lower X-ray energy, which in turn could improve the phase-contrast. Better phase-

contrast can also be obtained by using glass fibre instead of carbon fibre as reinforcement material. It should, however, be 

considered that while changing the sample size and/or its components might improve the finite element model quality and might 

assist in defect detection, it will also change the mechanical behavior of the 3D printed sample. 

 

The investigated CFRPs exhibit a delamination failure mode in the indentation test. The 100°PA2CF lay-up exhibits the best 

performance. The higher actuation potential for this type of sample compared to the others is directly linked to its design and 

microstructure. In general, high CF content samples (100°PA0CF and 100°PA2CF) outperform the low CF content samples 

(100°PA5CF and 100°PA10CF). The latter do not achieve the same actuation angles, as they fail at smaller indentation depths. 

The ultimate strength and the actuation potential of the samples improves as the CF content increases. However, the sample type 

with the highest CF content (100°PA0CF) yields overall low load values, while maintaining reasonably high actuation angles. 

The latter indicates that the presence of a PA layer between CF layers is beneficial. As the void content increases with an 

increasing number of consecutive CF layers, it is expected that the ultimate strength lowers from 100°PA2CF to 100°PA0CF. In 

the 100°PA0CF lay-up there are no remaining PA layers in between the CF layers and as such, the fibre starting points, and the 

associated discontinuations in the PA wall layers, are in close proximity. These defects will, together with the increased void 

content, form stress concentration zones under the applied indentation force. As a consequence, cracks will initiate faster and 

grow rapidly at the bonding interface between CF layers. Even though the load stagnates at low values, the PA wall layers deform 

extensively before failure, explaining why reasonably high actuation angles can still be achieved. 

 

The results demonstrate that, while reinforcements are introduced to enhance the mechanical strength and elasticity of 

thermoplastics, or to amplify an internal actuation mechanisms, the microstructure of the designed composite strongly depends 

on the used road fill, the start and end location of the print pattern, the turn radius, and the lay-up, with more specifically the 

number of consecutive reinforcement layers and PA layers. Future research should point out to which extent additional changes 

in the design can influence the mechanical properties of printed composites. Application oriented evaluations should be 

performed to fine-tune the product design towards the desired structural and mechanical properties. 
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